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Panel A: Correlation of total ROC-AUC vs partial AUC after imposing a specificity ≥ 95% (pAUC95) showing
large and frequent discrepancies in pAUC95 across assays with otherwise similar ROC-AUC indicating major
differences in assay performance when high specificity was levied. Panel B: An example of two GADA assays
with similar total ROC-AUC but with different pAUC95.
Supplemental Figure 3
Tilemap of GADA positive (dark grey tiles) or negative (light grey tiles) scores assigned to cases
after imposing a 95% specificity on IASP2018 controls. Assays are grouped according to format
and its variants. Cases are sorted left to right according to descending median rank of GADA
titers. Cases with distinctive patterns discussed in the text are indicated by a black triangle.
Supplemental Figure 3
Supplemental Figure 4
Tilemap of GADA positive (dark grey tiles) or negative (light grey tiles) scores assigned to control
samples after imposing a 95% specificity on IASP2018 controls. Assays are grouped according to
format and its variants. Control samples are sorted right to left according to descending frequency
of positive score. Controls with distinctive patterns discussed in the text are indicated by a black
triangle.




